
**HOT TITLES FOR MAY** 
RESERVE YOUR COPY AT THE CIRCULATION DESK 

 
FICTION 
 
The Newcomer – Mary Kay Andrews. After her sister is murdered, Letty Carnahan goes 
on the run with her 4-year-old niece to Florida’s Gulf Coast where she is taken in by a hotel 
owner and her cynical son, a police detective, who believes she is a danger to them all. 
 
Find You First – Linwood Barclay. Searching for the children he has never known, tech 
billionaire Miles Cookson, diagnosed with a terminal illness, discovers that, one by one, his 
potential heirs are vanishing – every trace of them wiped, like they never existed at all. 
 
Mary Jane – Jessica Anya Blau. Taking a summer job as a nanny for the daughter of a 
local doctor, straight-laced Mary Jane is introduced to a world of sex, drugs, and rock-and-
roll, which helps her figure out what she really wants out of life, and what kind of person 
she’s going to be. 
 
Arctic Storm Rising – Dale Brown. Exiled to guard a remote radar post along Alaska’s 
Arctic Frontier, U.S. Air Force intelligence officer Nicholas Flynn, after an American F-22 
collides with a Russian interloper, is ordered to find a missing stealth bomber before the 
enemy and prevent a potential nuclear holocaust. 
 
The Blacktongue Thief – Christopher Buehlman. When he tries to rob Galva, a knight and 
handmaiden of the goddess of death, thief Kinch Na Shannack finds their fates intertwined 
as they, due to common enemies, embark on an epic journey where honor is a luxury few 
can afford. 
 
A Dog’s Courage – W. Bruce Cameron. A weekend camping trip in the Rocky Mountains 
turns into a harrowing struggle for survival when a raging inferno separates Bella from her 
people, and, alone in the wilderness, must protect two defenseless mountain lion cubs as 
she searches for Lucas and Olivia. 
 
Scorpion – Christian Cantrell. An intelligence analyst for the CIA, Quinn Mitchell, to catch 
killer leaving a trail of bodies around the globe, must grapple with the Epoch Index, a 
massive database that can reveal almost anything about anyone, until a shocking twist 
makes her question everything she thought she knew. 
 
Leda and the Swan – Anna Caritj. When her classmate, Charlotte, disappears after a wild 
campus party, Leda, who is now dating Charlotte’s ex, becomes dangerously obsessed with 
finding her and begins to fear for her own life. 
 
Friends from Home – Lauryn Chamberlain. Presents a timeless story about female 
friendship with a timely hook that makes it perfect for the millennial reader. 
 
The Master of Djinn – P. Djeli Clark. In 1912 Cairo, a new world where the Egyptian 
Ministry of Alchemy, Enchantments and Supernatural Entities maintains an uneasy peace, 
the Ministry’s youngest agent Fatima must stop an imposter who threatens to tear apart the 
very fabric of this new Egyptian society. 



 
The Most Beautiful Girl in Cuba – Chanel Cleeton. At the end of the 19th century, 
reporter Grace Harrington and a courier secretly working for Cuban revolutionaries in 
Havana free “The Most Beautiful Girl in Cuba” who has been unjustly imprisoned—a mission 
that forces them all to fight for their freedom as war looms on the horizon. 
 
The Hunting Wives – May Cobb. Moving to a small Texas town, Sophie O’Neill is 
immediately drawn to socialite Margot Banks who invites her into a secret clique called the 
Hunting Wives, with which she becomes obsessed until she finds herself in the middle of a 
murder investigation with no way out. 
 
The Last Thing He Told Me – Laura Dave. After her husband disappears, Hannah Hall 
quickly realizes he isn’t who he said he was and that his 16-year-old daughter, who wants 
nothing to do with her, may hold the key to figuring out his true identity. 
 
The Final Twist – Jeffery Deaver. Taking on a mission his father began years ago—to find 
a missing courier bag that contains a catastrophic secret—Colter Shaw plays cat and mouse 
game with a corporate espionage firm and gets some help from an unexpected figure from 
his past to expose the truth. 
 
The Anatomy of Desire – L. R. Dorn. A clever reimaging of Theodore Dreiser’s An 
American Tragedy follows the disappearance of popular fitness coach, social media 
influencer, and possible murderer, as her secret life and what she risked to have it all are 
exposed. 
 
V for Victory – Lissa Evans. In this follow-up to the acclaimed Crooked Heart, Vee Sedge, 
while trying to feed her lodgers and her young charge during the winter of 1944, must deal 
with the repercussions of witnessing an accident which could reveal her true identity. 
 
Swimming Back to Trout River – Linda Rul Feng. Set against the backdrop of China’s 
Cultural Revolution, this lyrical follows a father’s determination to reunite his family before 
his daughter Junie’s 12th birthday, even if it means bringing painful family secrets to light. 
 
Unsettled Ground – Claire Fuller. When their mother dies suddenly, 51-year-old twins 
Jeanie and Julius, who have limited exposure to the outside world, strive to find a way 
forward until secrets from their mother’s past come to light, forcing them to question who 
they are. 
 
Sooley – John Grisham. Samuel “Sooley” Sooleymon is a raw, young talent with big hoop 
dreams … and even bigger challenges off the court. 
 
Hush Little Baby – R. H. Herron. From the author of Stolen Things comes a twisty thriller 
that asks how tightly we are bound to our pasts, how much we can trust those around us, 
and how far a mother will go to protect her child. 
 
Reunion Beach: Stories Inspired by Dorothea Benton Frank – Elin Hilderbrand and 
others. In this warm and moving anthology, a group of best-selling authors and writers pay 
tribute to legendary, larger-than-life New York Times best-selling author Dorothea Benton 
Frank and her literary legacy, capturing her unforgettable spirit, joy, and humor in stories of 
reunions and love. 



 
Basil’s War – Stephen Hunter. An accomplished agent in the British Army, Basil St. Florian 
embarks on his toughest assignment yet as he, going undercover in Nazi-occupied France 
during World War II, searches for an ecclesiastic manuscript that holds the key to a code 
that could prevent the death of millions. 
 
The Woman with the Blue Star – Pam Jenoff. Inspired by the harrowing true stories of 
those who hid from the Nazis in the sewers, this emotional testament to the power of 
friendship follows Ella, an affluent Polish girl, as she helps Sadie and her pregnant mother 
survive despite the worsening dangers of the war. 
 
The Plot – Jean Hanff Korelitz. Wildly successful author Jacob Finch Bonner, who had 
stolen the plot of his book from a late student, fights to hide the truth from his fans and 
publishers, while trying to figure out who wants to destroy him. 
 
Local Woman Missing – Mary Kubica. When Delilah, who disappeared 11 years earlier 
when she was only six years old, shockingly returns, the residents of a quiet suburban 
neighborhood want to know what happened to her, but no one is prepared for what they’ll 
find. 
 
The Soulmate Equation – Christina Lauren. Perfect for fans of The Rosie Project and One 
Plus One, an entertaining novel follows single mom and data-and-statistics wizard Jess 
Davis as she, using a revolutionary new scientific dating app, is matched with the app’s 
arrogant creator who is not what he seems. 
 
How Lucky – Will Leitch. Unable to speak or move without a wheelchair, Daniel, spending 
hours observing his neighborhood from his front porch, believes he has witnessed the 
kidnapping of a young college student and vows to solve this mystery. 
 
Robert B. Parker’s Payback – Mike Lupica. When her best friend Spike’s restaurant is 
taken over under a predatory loan agreement, PI Sunny Randall begins to investigate while 
helping a victim of another crime—two seemingly different cases that converge into one 
deadly mystery. 
 
The Stepsisters – Susan Mallery. Brought back together when Cassidy, the little sister 
they have in common, suddenly needs them both, Daisy and Sage must cast aside their 
hatred for each other to care for Cassidy and are caught off guard when long-buried secrets 
lead to forgiveness and a powerful friendship. 
 
Tiny Tales: Stories of Romance, Ambition, Kindness, and Happiness – Alexander 
McCall Smith. The beloved author of the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency offers a collection 
of very short fiction and comics that celebrate the joy and absurdity of the human 
experience. 
 
The Cave Dwellers – Christina McDowell. Only socializing within their inner circle, and 
living free of consequences, Washington, D.C.’s elite find everything about their legacy 
called into question when one of their own is held hostage and brutally murdered. 
 



Six Weeks to Live – Catherine McKenzie. With only six weeks left to live due to a terminal 
brain tumor, Jennifer Barnes spends as much time as she can with her family until she 
discovers that she was poisoned one year ago and decides to find out who wanted her dead. 
 
Hidden – Fern Michaels. In the first in a brand-new series from a #1 New York Times best-
selling author, brother and sister Cullan and Luna Bodman are drawn into a dangerous 
mystery through an antique with a complicated past. 
 
The Summer of Lost and Found – Mary Alice Monroe. With her family, finances, 
emotions, relationships and health teetering on the brink, Linnea Rutledge finds her life 
further complicated by her feelings for John, an old flame who turns up from California and 
is quarantining next door. 
 
The Summer Seekers – Sarah Morgan. Answering an advert for a driver and companion 
to take an epic road trip across America, Martha meets 80-year-old Kathleen who craves 
adventure and together these women embark on the journey of a lifetime. 
 
The Girls in the Stilt House – Kelly Mustian. Murder breaks through the racial divide that 
separates two teenage girls, forging an unlikely friendship. A first novel. 
 
21st Birthday – James Patterson. Investigating the disappearance of a young mother and 
her baby girl, Detective Lindsay Boxer is presented with evidence that not only proves the 
innocence of the husband but places the lives of women all over the state of California in 
grave danger. 
 
The Stars We Share – Rafe Posey. A sweeping World War II novel about the secrets we 
keep from the ones we love, and a couple tested again and again by distance, sacrifice, and 
a woman’s ambition to fulfill her own dreams. 
 
The Kingdoms – Natasha Pulley. Diagnosed with a form of epilepsy that causes amnesia 
and hallucinations, Joe Tournier, in an England that is a peaceful colony under the Republic 
of France, leaves London to repair a Scottish lighthouse, which changes the way he sees the 
world, its history and himself. 
 
The Lady Has a Past – Amanda Quick. When her boss disappears while on a health 
retreat at an exclusive spa, investigative apprentice Lyra Brazier goes undercover with the 
help of a man with a unique gift, and together, they are plunged into a world darker and 
more dangerous than they ever could have imagined. 
 
Legacy – Nora Roberts. After launching her own line of yoga and workout videos, Adrian 
Rizzo begins receiving death threats, which lead her back home to Maryland, where she, 
with the help of her childhood crush, must find the truth when the threats escalate to 
murder. 
 
The Guncle – Steven Rowley. When Patrick, or Gay Uncle Patrick (GUP) for short, takes 
on the role of primary guardian for his young niece and nephew, he sets “Guncle Rules,” but 
soon learn that parenting isn’t solved with treats or jokes as his eyes are opened to a new 
sense of responsibility. 
 



China – Edward Rutherford. The internationally best-selling author of Paris and New York 
takes on an exhilarating new world. 
 
The Clover Girls – Viola Shipman. The new owners of Camp Birchwood—thanks to their 
late friend, Emily—Elizabeth, Veronica and Rachel must spend a week together 
remembering the dreams they put aside and find a way to become the women they always 
swore they’d grow up to be. 
 
Great Circle – Maggie Shipstead. A century after daredevil female aviator Marian Graves’ 
disappearance in Antarctica, actress Hadley Baxter is cast to play her and immerses herself 
in the role as their fates— and their dreams—become intertwined. 
 
Secrets of Happiness – Joan Silber. When Ethan, a young lawyer, discovers his father in 
New York has had another, secret, family—a wife and two kids—the interlocking fates of 
both families lead to surprise loyalties, love triangles, and a reservoir of inner strength. 
 
The Mysteries – Marisa Silver. Responding to the fractured relationships of the adults 
around them, two young girls—one wild and reckless with a fierce imagination and one 
polite and cautious—engage in increasingly dangerous play and find their lives shattered in 
a single, unthinkable moment. 
 
Sorrowland – Rivers Solomon. Fleeing from the strict religious compound where she was 
raised, Vern, in the safety of the forest, gives birth to twins, and to keep her small family 
safe, unleashes incredible brutality far beyond what a person should be capable of. 
 
The Last Green Valley – Mark Sullivan. In late March 1944, as Stalin’s forces push into 
Ukraine, young Emil and Adeline Martel decide they must run in retreat from their land with 
murderous Nazi officers they despise to escape the Soviets and go in search of freedom. 
 
Olympus, Texas – Stacey Swann. Weaving elements of classical mythology into a 
thoroughly modern family drama, this novel follows the Briscoe family as prodigal son March 
returns home and with his arrival, marriages are upended and even the strongest of 
alliances are shattered. 
 
The Devil May Dance – Jake Tapper. In a fast-paced sequel to The Hellfire Club, Charlie 
and Margaret Marder, political stars in 1960s Washington, D.C., arrive in Los Angeles on 
their latest case only to be pursued by sinister forces from Hollywood’s stages to the newly 
founded Church of Scientology. 
 
Family Reunion – Nancy Thayer. Newly widowed, Eleanor Sunderland finds dreams of a 
family reunion in Nantucket shattered when her money-driven children suggest she sell the 
house and move to a retirement, and finds a lone ally in her 22-year-old granddaughter, 
Ari, who moves in with her for the summer. 
 
The First Day of Spring – Nancy Tucker. Twenty years after killing a boy when she was 
eight years old, Chrissie wants a fresh start for her and her 6-year-old daughter, Molly, but 
the past will not leave her and Molly alone, forcing Chrissie to find a new way to take 
matters into her own hands. 
 



Dog Days – Ericka Waller. The lives of three strangers—George, an ornery widower; Dan, 
a therapist with OCD; and Lizzie, a single mother who is living in a women’s refuge—unravel 
and intersect and they must accept what fate has in store for them with their dogs by their 
sides. 
 
That Summer – Jennifer Weiner. While trying to pinpoint the root of her dissatisfaction 
with her life, Daisy Shoemaker beings receiving misdirected emails meant for another 
woman and begins living vicariously through her until she discovers that their connection 
was not completely accidental. 
 
Project Hail Mary – Andy Weir. The sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission to 
save both humanity and the earth, Ryland Grace is hurtled into the depths of space when he 
must conquer an extinction-level threat to our species. 
 
Where the Grass Is Green and the Girls Are Pretty – Lauren Weisberger. When her 
husband is arrested in an Ivy League admissions sting, jeopardizing everything she worked 
so hard for, Peyton, co-anchor of a hit morning show, soon discovers that this is not the 
worst of it as dark secrets in their posh world come to light. 
 
NONFICTION 
 
Evolution Gone Wrong: the Curious Reasons Why Our Bodies Work (or Don’t) – 
Alexander Bezzerides. An exploration of human evolution reveals where we inherited our 
adaptable, achy, brilliant bodies. 
 
Facing the Mountain: a True Story of Japanese American Heroes in World War II – 
Daniel James Brown. Based on extensive interviews with the families of the protagonists 
as well as deep archival research, the New York Times best-selling author of The Boys in the 
Boat chronicles the special Japanese-American Army unit that overcame brutal odds in 
Europe. 
 
The Perversion of Justice: the Jeffrey Epstein Story – Julie K. Brown. An award-winning 
investigative journalist, building on her three-part series in the Miami Herald, recounts her 
investigation of Jeffrey Epstein’s underage sex trafficking operation that finally brought him 
to justice while exposing the powerful people and broken system that protected him. 
 
X Troop: the Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II – Leah Garrett. Chronicles the 
World War II saga of the German-Jewish commandos who fought in Britain’s most secretive 
special-forces unit—but whose story has gone untold until now. 
 
Downeast: Five Maine Girls and the Unseen Story of Rural America – Gigi Georges. A 
book offering hope for the future of rural America follows five girls as they come of age in 
one of the most challenging and geographically isolated regions on the Eastern seaboard—
Washington County, Maine. 
 
The Bomber Mafia: a Dream, a Temptation, and the Longest Night of the Second World 
War – Malcolm Gladwell. Explores how technology and best intentions collide in the heat of 
war. 
 



On Juneteenth – Annette Gordon-Reed. The descendant of enslaved people brought to 
Texas in the 1850s recounts the origins of Juneteenth and explores the legacies of the 
holiday that remain with us. 
 
War on the Border: Villa, Pershing, the Texas Rangers, and an American Invasion – Jeff 
Guinn. A riveting account of the “Punitive Expedition” of 1916 between Pancho Villa and 
Gen. John J. Pershing and how this violent conflict still reverberates in the Southwestern 
U.S. to this day as the US-Mexico border remains as vexed and volatile as ever. 
 
You Will Get Through This Night – Daniel Howell. Presenting an entertaining and personal 
way from the perspective of someone who has been through it all, a no-nonsense book 
gives readers the tools to understand their minds so they can be in control and really live. 
 
The Happiest Man on Earth – Eddie Jaku. A 100-year-old Holocaust survivor who, despite 
all he suffered calls himself the “happiest man on earth,” shares his wisdom and reflects on 
how he has led his best possible life, talking warmly and openly about the power of 
gratitude, tolerance and kindness. 
 
Extra Life: a Short History of Living Longer – Steven Johnson. Tells the surprising story 
of how humans gained what amounts to an extra life, from the best-selling author of How 
We Got to Now and Where Good Ideas Come From. 
 
Freedom – Sebastian Junger. Intricately crafted and thought-provoking, the author, 
ruminating on the concept of freedom, shares his journey walking the railroad lines of the 
east coast with three friends as an experiment in personal autonomy, but also in 
interdependence. 
 
Bookseller of Florence: the Story of the Manuscripts that Illuminated the Renaissance – 
Ross King. The best-selling author of Michelangelo and the Pope’s Ceiling captures the 
excitement and spirit of the Renaissance in a chronicle of the life and work of “the king of 
the world’s booksellers” and the technological disruption that forever changed the ways 
knowledge spread. 
 
Proof of Life: Twenty Days on the Hunt for a Missing Person in the Middle East – Daniel 
Levin. A fast-paced thriller wrapped in a memoir follows a lawyer turned armed-conflict 
negotiator as he searches for a missing person in Syria over 20 tense days, delving deep 
into a shadowy world where few have access to find the truth. 
 
Metabolical: the Lure and the Lies of Processed Food, Nutrition, and Modern Medicine – 
Robert H. Lustig. The New York Times best-selling author of Fat Chance and pediatric 
neuroendocrinologist explains the eight pathologies that underlie all chronic disease, 
proposing an urgent manifesto and strategy to cure both us and the planet. 
 
Killing the Mob: the Fight Against Organized Crime in America – Bill O’Reilly. The book 
takes on the Mob, tracing the brutal history of 20th Century organized crime in the U.S., 
turning the most legendary criminal and their true-life escapades into a riveting crime 
novel. 
 



Madhouse at the End of the Earth: the Belgica’s Journey Into the Dark Antarctic Night – 
Julian Sancton. Drawing on the Belgica’s crew’s diaries and journals and exclusive access 
to the ship’s logbook, this epic tale of a polar expedition that went terribly awry follows the 
crew, as they, condemned to months of endless night and plagued by a mysterious illness, 
descend into madness. 

 
 
 

ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED? 
SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND? 

LET US KNOW! 
Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor. 

 
 


